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“FETISHISM WITH THE NORM“
AND
SYMBOLS OF POLITICS

Eric Voegelin between Sociology and
“Rechtswissenschaft”
(1924-1938)

I. For a definition of „outline“ in the early legal writings of Eric Voegelin

While preparing this work it appeared possible to take at least two things for granted. On the one hand, in consequence of the lively debate during the last few years about the work of Eric Voegelin¹, it seemed inappropriate to dwell again on his figure

in the form of a consistent „introduction“. On the other hand, it seemed necessary once and for all to become aware of the field of interest in which the thinking of Voegelin matured and found its own „definitive“ order. Therefore we will occupy ourselves here only marginally with the later work of Voegelin. And even less will we seek to enter -- beyond the threshold defined methodologically and chronologically in The New Science of Politics -- the more radically philosophical results of his many years of study. We want, in other words, to


2 It is difficult to talk of „definitiveness“ with regard to the theoretical order through which Voegelin’s journeying matured. I note also that the two most important projects of Voegelin -- The History of Political Ideas, for which a mountain of work had been prepared but was never concretely used, because the author, due to the sudden rise of theoretical problems, decided not to publish it, and Order and History, the opus magnum of Voegelin, constantly pressured by problems of coherence among which the original system and the positive developments were elaborated in the single volumes -- underwent constant reorganisation that the original intention was in some cases distorted.

operate from a level that improves the current state of the Voegelin research by seeking to integrate the single interpretative structure, and this through reference to the intellectual ground and the cultural climate in which Voegelin’s thinking found its own original reasoning.

From this point of view, it would be more helpful, not to enact a stereotypical reaffirmation and total reconstruction of Voegelin’s work, but to go back to the first Voegelinian output -- much less well known and to challenge the now consolidated image of an „Atlantic“ Voegelin, one definitely relieved of the inherited weight of his own continental, sociologico-legal and intellectual education, in its development and progressive definition in Voegelin’s maturity.

On this subject, it is a matter neither of introducing radically new interpretative perspectives, nor of proposing historiographical hypotheses which arrange, on a monodimensional plane, numerous and diverse Voegelinian speeches according to their presumed thematic continuity and contents. Nor is it a matter of providing for, for the sake of interpretative completeness, the simple chronological reconstruction of Voegelin’s thinking through a coherent exegesis of his early work. We will seek rather to approach a theoretical journey, which, in our opinion, results in the essay on „Political Religions”\(^4\). This journey we understand as having been finished yet passed on in that hurried text, which resolved in some measure for later works the tormented relationship that Voegelin possessed with the German

„Staatslehre“ in the 20s and 30’s. That is to say, by identifying the categorical system unfolding in the work we have employed as our term of reference, we identify the development of a „function-bridge“ between the two principal phases into which Eric Voegelin’s philosophical-political speculation is divided. In effect, we will therefore clarify, through Voegelin’s early stance regarding his contemporaries, the warning signs of his intellectual emancipation from the logical and methodological apparatus of politico-legal science -- that is, the first instance of a marked distance from origins of a strong search for autonomy. We also will clarify the evident, albeit not always manifestly declared, traces of dependency journeys which contribute to the elaboration of those same stances.

This deals with an attempt already partially advanced in the context of the Italian debate. If it is true that the name of Voegelin is being introduced for the first time into the Italian debate with regard to the criticism of modernity, and this through the use, in a controversial way, of the „gnostic“ concept -- a concept allowing by means of its unreflected categorical extension, a global criticism of the processes of modernity -- it is also true that, more recently, Voegelin’s political anthropology, supported by its own rehabilitation of philosophy and classical metaphysics, has allowed that his


own theoretical project might be proposed again in the shadow of the so called Rehabilitierung of practical philosophy.\(^7\)

For these reasons, some of the most recent stances within the Italian debate -- leaving aside the inner articulations and the immediate urgency to which the Rehabilitierung der praktischen Philosophie tries to respond programmatically -- have sought to recover the „words“ of Voegelin. The recent stances clarify these words by attempting an elaboration of a political philosophy peri ta anthropina: not so much as an interpretative „model“ that might, as in the case of the German Rehabilitierung, play upon the specificity of the rationality of „action“ (a specificity recovered in that case from Aristotle’s ethical works), as an attempt to develop a strain of epistemic thought concerning the Political. The latter might represent a positive attempt to leave and go beyond the methodological and conceptual attack highlighted by the residual phases of the Weimarian debate. By this means, the defined structures of Voegelinian discourse (theory of symbolism, concept of representation, philosophy of consciousness, for example) are returned to their background: They are compared with Carl Schmitt’s Verfassungslehre\(^8\) or with the overall scene in which

---


\(^8\) C. Schmitt, *Verfassungslehre*, Berlin: Dunker & Humblo, 1928. That there was a relationship between Voegelin and Schmitt is established: besides
the confrontation of Voegelin and Max Weber\(^9\) matured. In the cases last cited historiographic interpretation was already


attempted, releasing interpretation from the immediate, instrumental and ideologically motivated involvement of its initial reception, which again displaced the work of Voegelin in a cultural climate defined by the German debate on the doctrine of the State (*Staatslehre*) that came to be fully recognised and positively assumed. This historiographic interpretation, we emphasise, took the radicalness of Voegelin’s philosophical beginnings back to the theoretical and political outline which had represented its initial motivation. As well as this, it dealt with recovering for Voegelin a part of his intellectual biography which had been deemed in some of the cases previously quoted, plainly preferable to pass over.

To some extent, the historiographic work is now reversing this same interpretative choice. Our work indicates that the essay on „Political Religions“ stabilised an entire period of harsh confrontation with the reality of the contemporary German debate. Moreover, the essay suggests a maturation of the extreme stances of the years immediately preceding.

*Die Politische Religionen* (1938), will be treated therefore both as transitional-work and as the outcome of the first stage of Voegelin’s intellectual development. This is our starting point. Even though fully sharing in and having contributed personally to the attempt to interpret texts of Voegelin’s early
output in reference to the mature texts of Voegelin, it seems now necessary to gain a more pronounced awareness of the autonomy of the intellectual processes which the early works emphasise, and to abandon the, so to speak, „backwards“ path that has been favoured thus far.\footnote{See my own: 

We will therefore take on, in all its concreteness, the role played by Voegelin’s first work in its subsequent results. We will at the same time press beyond the plateau which demands the necessity for logical connection between the two stages; we will abandon therefore the perspective which constructs, from a unique point, the lines of continuity and coherence between the different phases of Voegelin’s intellectual development. To this end we will engage firstly in the „game“ which was established, totally independently, between Voegelin’s initial position and his counterparts in the dialogue of the time. To this end also we will set the best-known Voegelin (the one reflected in Anamnesis or in the monumental Order and History) aside and to try instead to reconstruct the mosaic, the fragments of which were supplied by the precise polemic stances which matured after the 20s. This „mosaic“ is set in a framework already strongly distinguished in the philosophical-political sense by the more radical examples of the debate: namely by Hans Kelsen and the historical developments of the German „Staatslehre“, which found itself again confronting the problem of the relationship among sociology, law and constitution.
II. Crisis and „reconstruction“ of the doctrine of the State: the controversy with Hans Kelsen.

From the essay of 1924 dedicated to the relationship between the „Pure Theory of Law“ (Reine Rechtslehre) and doctrine of the State, Voegelin made a coherent attempt to delegitimize the split between legal positivism and the sociological tradition from which Kelsen had recently worked out his own argument concerning the sociological concept of State. Although limiting itself to a confrontation, in the introductory paragraph of this essay, with Kelsen’s Hauptprobleme and with the developments of the theses therein as already expounded by authors such as Sander and Merkl, Voegelin almost immediately shifted the central point of his attention: the real problem regarding the systematic-theoretic processes of subsumption of the State form, together with the much more


12 H. Kelsen, Der soziologische und der juristische Staatsbegriff, Tübingen: Mohr, 1922.

general problem of „methodological“ definition of the logic of objectivisation of cultural phenomena. Such points of departure, explicitly tied to reconstruction and discussion of the formulas of normological reduction that allowed Kelsen to define the theory of \textit{Zurechnung}, led Voegelin immediately into a wider confrontation with the tradition of the discipline. This tradition, in Kelsen’s elaboration, had had the opportunity of being screened, rejected or, in a certain measure, reduced by being in some way recovered within it.

It is in our opinion also extremely significant in relation to the future development of the Voegelinian position how, in that first formulation, the \textit{Reine Rechtslehre} confrontation was mediated by the exposition and discussion of the effect of Kelsen’s „\textit{Organlehre}“\textsuperscript{14}: a precise, determined scrutiny of constitutional history and the German tradition of expertise in public law. This scrutiny in turn had represented the point of transition between the concreteness of the organisational form of the modern State, and the specificity of the role played by the jurist class in comparison with it and by their effort at systematisation.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{14} See, for example, E. Voegelin, Zur Lehre von der Staatsform, in: \textit{Zeitschrift für Öffentliches Recht}, VI, 1927, p. 572-708.

In Kelsen, however, the refusal to anthropomorphize the State coincided - in the wake of the rationalization of state law enacted by Laband - with the need to understand the entire expression of political power in legal formulas. This refusal at the same time provided the possibility of a decisive change. The legal norm no longer represented something already found, a „Befindliches“ allowing, as in Jellinek’s systematic division, an integrated pairing of a „Soziallehre“ within the outline of an „allgemeine Staatslehre“ to the doctrine of state law;16 rather, the norm came to determine how placement of the organs according to the procedure and ways decided by the „Grundnorm“ (fundamental law) might have defined its execution.17 From this point of view, incidentally, it is possible to prove a paradoxical convergence. If the requirement advanced by Jellinek preconizes a „splitting“ of the law (it mentions particularly a „Doppelleben“ of the law whereby the State assumes which social phenomenon is normative), then it also preconizes a division within which the sociological petition permits exposure of the error of the doctrine of natural law.18 The same requirement completely exhausts the theoretical possibility of taking into consideration a power of appropriation regarding the State form of public relations.19 In this, Jellinek’s position is that of Kelsen:


18 G. Jellinek, Allgemeine Staatslehre, p. 121.

19 G. Jellinek, Allgemeine Staatslehre, p. 10: „Das Recht ist eine der wichtigsten Seiten des Staates: Kein Staat ist ohne Recht möglich, aber es ist ein schwerer Fehler, der bis auf den heutigen Tag häufig begangen wird, die
tending towards identifying sovereignty with the legal systems from an exclusive logical premise reuniting „observer’s hypotheses“ and real validity, Kelsen ratifies a sensible perspective in the affirmation of the system compared to which it may seem impossible to exercise any latently „political“ expectation.

Regarding the theory of the personality of the State, Kelsen stressed from this point of view what could be defined as a point of no return: that is complete normative formalisation that ends in resuming the prerogative of the State as the final point of legal indictment and in fact hampers the relationship with the concrete actual permanent dynamics of the institution. That is to say, the relationship is hampered by the reality of the new mass society and the proliferation of new decision-making centres seeking, on the administrative level, positively to govern their processes.


Of course, the point in question represents the point of approach to a theoretical period -- the period of the revival of German administrative law and its acquired constitutional centrality\(^{22}\) -- which saw the progressive erosion of the political predominance of the decision-making centres with respect to the administration. This erosion includes that sort of constitutional excess of the monarchical principle, one which still allowed the monarch immediately and in an almost „private law“ sense, to join his *Beamtenum*. This principle found at the end of the 30s is a further, persistent mutation in the theory of the *Führerprinzip* and in the relationship between the administration and the Nazi-Party.\(^{23}\) This erosion had produced, exactly as with Kelsen’s work, the attempt to reproduce administrative action in the form of direct


administration by means of equivalent extension of the principle of legality. So it was that the same Kelsen contributed to the plan of an administration capable of enrolling itself in the new structural processes and of supplying negotiated services adapted to them. From this viewpoint, Kelsen’s emphasis on formalisation was certainly not supplied as if it were in an „empty“ space. Nevertheless, the same Kelsenian model, from a point of view more consistent with the processes that would establish the period of the social State, would not substantially culminate in the pursuance of a dogmatic alternative course to the one still dominant.24

Voegelin’s attention, however, is not principally trained on this occasion on the administrative lapses of the „Pure Theory of Law“. It is focussed, rather, on the logic that established, as in the Kelsenian model, the relationship between organ, „Rechtssatz“, and legal indictment. For Voegelin, the fact that Kelsen’s indictment strategies did not anticipate the „personal“ role of the structure, that is, that they troubled its „physische Willensakt“, the fact that they found their limit in a „Zurechnungsendpunkt“ obtained exclusively from induction, entailed precise consequences regarding the same processes of defining the will of the State: it was reduced to a simply „imaginäre Punkt“.25

Kelsen, from this point of view, is placed in relation to that tradition which, marked by strong requests for formalisation, moves toward creation of the autonomous State as an empty

24 Cf. B. Sordi, Tra Weimar e Vienna. Amministrazione pubblica e teoria giuridica del primo dopoguerra, Milano: Giuffrè, 1987, p. 139
25 E. Voegelin, Reine Rechtslehre und Staatslehre, p. 84
machine. The process of depersonalisation of the State -- also achieved through the role which came to be reserved on a constitutional plane for the structure -- produces for Voegelin an area of paradoxical convergence: On the one hand, there is Jellinek’s theory which both leads „Organ“ and „Verband“ to coincide\(^{26}\) and positions in a supreme structure the request allowing „den Staat in Bewegung zu setzen“.\(^{27}\) On the other hand there is Laband’s doctrine of „Behörde“, which precludes anyone exercising its prerogative from making any subjective claim regarding his own position. Both theories are said to push to logical progression toward culmination in Kelsen’s „Zurechnungsendpunkt“.\(^{28}\) From this point of view, Voegelin’s project seems rather clear: it is a matter of emphasising the limits of an eminently logical-categorical approach to the social phenomenon of the State, and of postulating the necessity of a reconstruction based on other principles than the traditional doctrine of the State.

Although less important, it should be noted that Voegelin does not grasp the real modernising significance implicit in the


\(^{27}\) Ibid., p. 507.

\(^{28}\) E. Voegelin, *Reine Rechtslehre und Staatslehre*, p. 103.
methodological suppositions of the „Pure Theory of Law“. Nor does he recognise, how even Kelsen’s argument with Jellinek and Otto Mayer might emphasise the strain of overthrowing the last dogmatic-legal defensive strongholds of the division between State and society. Nor does he see, in the essay in question, a drastically stylised image of Otto von Gierke to be the simple defender of the „world of historical concepts“ (historischen Begriffswelt) of the law which came to be exhibited in the argument put forward to Laband. On this subject, Voegelin mentions not a word seeking to understand how Gierke’s same theory might suggest a breaking of the impasse into which the private law theories of representation poured. Moreover, Voegelin systematically passes over the


30 E. Voegelin, Reine Rechtslehre und Staatslehre, p. 99.

31 See, for example O. von Gierke, Das Wesen der menschliche Verbände, Rede bei Antritt des Rektorats am 15. Oktober gehalten, Berlin: Dunker & Humblot, 1902, p. 99: „Der Rechtsbegriff des Organs ist von spezifischer Art und darf nicht mit dem individualistischen Begriff des Stellvertreters zusammengeworfen werden. Hier handelt es sich nicht um Vertretung einer in sich geschlossenen Person durch eine in sich geschlossene Person […] Durch das Organ offenbart sich also die unsichtbare Verbandsperson als wahrnehmende und urteilende, willende und handelnde Einheit. Die
concreteness of the Kelsenian stance against Jellinek’s theory of auto-obligation of the State -- for Kelsen a simple theological residue of its personification -- and reduces the whole subject to a discussion of the Simmelian notion of „Wechselwirkung“ and Kelsen’s controversy with the „kryptojuristische Methode“ of sociology.

The key point in Voegelin’s essay is in the end his discussion of Gerber’s constitutional theory. For Voegelin, Gerber did not exhaust the problem of legal person and the theme of the personality of the State through his differentiation of organ and final point of indictment; he did it rather by virtue of a sociological declension of the concept of organ itself, was able to arrive at „opening“ the circle of formalisation towards the concrete processes of formation of the will of the State. From this point of view, Gerber would have guided the doctrine of the State towards a specific „Qualifizierung“ of the organs of the State: The State-Person would find its own fulfilment in the „people“ (Volk) which, in a completely real form, teleologically represents the original indictment to constitute


33 See: H. Kelsen, Der soziologische und der juristische Staatsbegriff, p. 48.

34 E. Voegelin, Reine Rechtslehre und Staatslehre, pp. 109-110.
itself into the same personality of State: „um des Volkes Willen besteht der Staat“.35

The conclusion of the first part of Voegelin’s essay deals with the centrality of the supplementary (and not only the supplementary) function that the historiographic consideration has the task of acquiring in the comparisons with a still possible „reconstruction of the doctrine of the State“ (Rekonstruktion der Staatslehre).36 This assumes a methodology contrary to the normological reduction produced by the Kelsenian „Pure Theory of Law“, and beyond the Gerberian interpretation of the specificity of the organs of the State as „konstitutionelle Medien“ of the constitutional process.

The reference to the combination of problems that Gerber’s position opens up, a combination regarding the logical-inductive formalism that substantiates, albeit in a different way, the individual results of Jellinek, Laband and Kelsen, finally leads Voegelin to elucidate all the new questions that were emerging. The „essential elements“ (Wesenselemente) of the doctrine of the State could not be changed by the structures of the formal-logical judgement, yet neither could they be reproduced in a simply categorical form. They would define themselves rather as „historical basic forms“, „historische Grundformen“, as Voegelin writes, and not therefore as simply conceptual instruments maintaining a considerable suppressed content. Such “forms” could be reduced neither to logical


36 Ibid., 111.
objects nor to empty forms; they are present, in all their „substantial plenty“ (*inhaltliche Fülle*), within the State.\(^{37}\)

It is less important from this point of view to reconstruct precisely the passage that, through Dahlmann’s „Politik“, led Voegelin to a first, positive evaluation of the *fundamental* processes linking the State to the original indictments („community“, „people“, „nation“) through which the phenomenon of political identity is actually produced. What is more interesting in this case is rather how Voegelin set out, from this early essay, to use this same reference to the structures of meaning available in history in order to „settle“ the confrontation with exclusively *formalistic* solutions of the problem of the processes and social actions. Thus the „*konstitutionelle Medien*“ which for Gerber exclusively fulfil and even exhaust the problem of the representative function regarding the *idea* of State (*Staatsidee*) and of political unity -- meaning the Monarch and the representative assembly -- can be analysed, through the role which they come to occupy in Dahlmann’s analysis, as vehicles of a new, and finally not formalistic, doctrine of political symbols (a „nicht-zweckrationale […*] Symbollehre“, in the words of Voegelin).

Voegelin reconstructs in a way that is consistent with Dahlmann’s idea of “*Königswürde*” an analysis attending to the possibility of tracing within it „ein Symbol für die Idee eines Gemeinwesens“; a symbol, in other words, that is a meaningful structure ejecting every formalistic residue of the outline of constituent references to the constitutional processes, and allowing one perhaps to arrive at a definition of

\(^{37}\) Ibid., 112.
the political form as historical concrete unity of meaning (Sinneinheit).38

By substituting the idea of „Gemeinwesen“ with that of the methodologically more innovative „Sinneinheit“, the retention of structural unity of political form, symbol and idea in the unambiguity of their declension was permitted. This was arrived at also through the assumption of the definition of a problematic whole: that is, of speculative elements discussed in the work of Waitz or of historians such as Treitschke, Roscher or Spittler, in whose work the methodological signs of that opening up still existed fragmentarily. Voegelin’s substitution of terms avoided a typologically banal classification of the constitutional models through the exclusive reference to varied combinations, concretely achieved, between constitutional organs and „Träger“ of the same.39

The more explicit conclusion in Voegelin’s polemic with Kelsen’s „Pure Theory of Law“ is that the State cannot be analysed in an exclusively logical-formal way, because it does not immediately represent a „Wissenschaftssphäre“ and because the methodological assumption of Kelsen’s doctrinal system programmatically refutes the possibility of instituting the comparison with the social as well as the anthropological

38 Ibid., 120.
The methodological loosening sought by Voegelin in his argument with the „Pure Theory of Law“, therefore, defines itself in the logical progression reaching a displacement of the doctrine of the State by its immediate involvement with the logical-combining indictment of contemporary public law. And it is studied in a more marked approximation to the reality of the anthropological-social roots of symbolic interaction. Voegelin’s research, attracted only temporarily by specifically legal questions, culminates in a theory of the symbol (Symbollehre). This theory makes it possible to analyse the State as process, as modification and consolidation of significant structures rather than analysing it by means of categorical extension of interpretative models borrowed from the theory of knowledge. Only by working in „Symboltheorie“ anyway, does the doctrine of the State break

40 E. Voegelin, Reine Rechtslehre und Staatslehre, pp. 124-125. On the point in question, Kelsen’s position emerges particularly clearly through his confrontation with the sociology of the State constructed on the model of the „sozialen Gebilde“ (Eisler, Spann and Otto von Gierke, in his taking of organismic to the extreme) and with the processes of the establishment of reality (the objectivity of the science of society as „social science of the mind“) thematised by Othmar Spann in the introduction to his Der Wahre Staat (Jena, 1938) which they reflect. See: H. Kelsen, Der soziologische und der juristische Staatsbegriff, p. 33 et seq. On Voegelin’s critical argument with Kelsen, see: E. Voegelin, Autobiographical Reflections, edited with an introduction by Ellis Sandoz, Baton Rouge and London: LSUP, 1989, Chap. 6.

41 E. Voegelin, Reine Rechtslehre und Staatslehre, p. 126: „Die Staatsformenlehre in ihrer Wendung als Symboltheorie ist die Staatslehre katexochen, von der aus die weiteren Stufen der staats- und rechtswissenschaftlichen Probleme erst mit Aussicht auf Erfolg bearbeitet werden können“.
the impasse marked by progressive evanescence of the reality of the State. The final point of the normological indictment is, for Voegelin, as we have seen, present in Kelsen’s theory exclusively as an “imaginärer Punkt”. Where the anthropological-social processes which perform an authentic fundamental function in their confrontations are ignored, Kelsen’s theory represents a subterfuge through which the possibility of thinking about the reality of the State as phenomenon of “Kulturobjektivation” among others is definitely rejected.\footnote{Ibid., 131: „Mit dieser letzten Verankerung der Staatslehre in der Ideenlehre ist der Punkt erreicht, von dem die Theorien anderer Kulturobjectivationen ausgehen können: neben die Lehre von der Idee des Staates kann die Lehre von der Idee der Kunst, der Sprache, der Religion, der Wirtschaft treten und in der Aufweisung der Zusammenhänge dieser Ideen stehen wir auf der obersten systematischen Stufe eines Systems der Gesellschaftsphilosophie; unmittelbar an diese Stufe reicht der Bau der hier entworfenen Staatslehre heran“. It is just the case to point out how in this project they might re-echo hypotheses borrowed by Othmar Spann. See, for example, O. Spann, Untersuchungen über den Gesellschaftsbegriff. Zur Einleitung in der Soziologie, Erster Teil, in: Zeitschrift für die gesamte Staatswissenschaft, 1903, pp. 573-595, in particular 577 et seq.}

Fundamentally, then, Voegelin’s „Symbollehre“ counters Kelsen’s theory of the State by substituting a logical-formal order of legal propositions with a concrete combination of symbols conveying the same possibility of thinking of the unity and identity of the State’s political community (Gemeinwesen) in the form of its „Sinneinheit“\footnote{E. Voegelin, Reine Rechtslehre und Staatslehre, p. 129.}. It is a methodological device that might „break down“ the perspective of the logical reduction of the law, because the system of law is not an empty formal sphere. In the words of Voegelin: „weil Recht keine Erkenntnissphäre ist; seine
formenden Elemente sind Symbole, Ideen, Fragmentbehandlungen und die fundierenden Elemente“. 

If the Kelsenian theory of „Zurechnungspunkt“ represents the final formalistic stage of a complete process of the theory of State in Germany -- still holding back from describing, in its version of „Staatsformenlehre“, the diverse constitutional models independently from the structural process of symbolic identification that are reflected in them -- it represents at the same time in its exemplariness the point at which a more feasible and total „reconstruction“ of political science can get underway. And not only this. Even though remaining linked in its original version to a somewhat „static“ analysis of the phenomenology of symbolic forms, Voegelin’s attempt indicates a widening. The anchorage (Verankerung) of the doctrine of the State to a theory of political ideas and symbols (Ideenlehre) allows a two-fold result: on the one hand, as we have already pointed out, it immediately becomes possible to bring the State back to the more general sphere of the phenomenology of the cultural forms, while on the other hand, according to Voegelin, the „highest systematic degree of a system of social philosophy“ (die oberste systematische Stufe eines Systems der Gesellschaftsphilosophie) can be finally achieved.

44 Ibid. But on the point in question see also E. Voegelin, Zur Lehre von der Staatsform, p. 600: „Symbol und Rechtsinhalt stehen nicht im Verhältnis von Gegenstand und Merkmal zueinander, sondern in dem der Fundation“.


46 E. Voegelin, Reine Rechtslehre und Staatslehre, p. 131.
III.  "Symbollehre" and the sociology of politics. Eric Voegelin and Max Weber

Voegelin’s analysis of the German doctrine of the State therefore opens on a complicated front. On the one hand the State can be returned, by means of its symbolic core, to the level on which the phenomena of the collective life are reflected in their universality; on the other hand the path that allows Voegelin to study in depth, even in his final work, the relationship between the processes of symbolisation and their focus in the historical anthropology of man is unveiled methodologically. From this point of view, the close connection between the methodological indictments of the doctrine of political symbols (Symbollehre) and the attempt at systematic understanding of the cultural roots of Nazism, a connection still manifest in the essay of 1938⁴⁷, still reproduces the result of the early discussion about the symbolic quality of the historical phenomena of political identity.

Here is in our opinion a particular passage that is exhaustively covered in his work from the essay of 1924 to the treatise on political religions of 1938: a passage that represents an initial, resolute deepening of his early intuitions and an original turn in the direction of philosophical anthropology. If, in the essay on the „Lehre von der Staatsform“, an application of the

---

doctrine of political symbols still prevails, if that doctrine can make possible an historiographic grasping of the reality of the constitutional models and their rotation in relation to the processes of creation and change of the symbolic schemes of reference, then the successive texts will shift their central point to the same „point of indictment“ of the symbolisation processes: they will shift to the consciousness of man. A more determined application to the theme of the „dynamic“ of symbolisation will then be perceptible, and one will consequently find its own centre of gravity progressively changed by symbols to experiences of order (or disorder) generated from time to time.

From symbols, from the reality of the identifying and founding processes that are generated in the varied constitutionals forms among the holders of symbolic meanings and the constitutional formula that juridically organise priority (from absolute monarch to president of the „empire“ (Reich), for Voegelin, it devotes itself thoroughly and exclusively to a difference in intensity in the process of symbolic representation of political identity in the form of „unity“ (Sinneinheit)⁴⁸), Voegelin’s attention now moves with always greater decisiveness towards the internal dynamic of the same processes of symbolisation. His attention will consequently and finally be drawn to the point in which the theoretical project of a doctrine of symbols (Symbollehre) of cultural phenomena will become permanently liberated from the restriction of the essential controversial reference to the science of law.

⁴⁸ E. Voegelin, Zur Lehre von der Staatsform, p. 605.
The transition in question nevertheless had already assumed definite shape in the essay of 1927: the idea of „unity of meaning“ (*Sinneinheit*) is openly recognised within its extra-legal content and the traditional doctrine of „Staatsformen“ is removed from legal disciplines.49

The conclusion which Voegelin reaches therefore naturally appears at this distance extremely radical: on the one hand it exposes the foolishness of using an ordinary classification of constitutional models into „Monarchies“, „Republics“, „Democracies“, in so far as the State does not only possess a „form“, but represents rather the result of focussing attention on its own symbolic references. On the other hand Voegelin’s conclusion emphasises the possibility of tracing within the State the continuity of a unique formal element; the possibility, that is, of tracing in the concept of the „unity of meaning“ (*Sinneinheit*), common to all the political forms as phenomena of political identity, the last indictment that allows to history the possibility of comparative analysis.50

It is a methodological starting point that will guide, by varied approximations, the whole period of Voegelin’s research between the second half of 1920 and the end of the 1930. This

49 Ibid., 607.

50 Ibid., 608: „Die Klassifikation der Staaten in Monarchien, Republiken usw. ist sinnlos, weil nicht der “Staat“ eine Form hat, sondern im Staat eine Reihe von Symbolen -- vielleicht sehr komplexer Art -- sich an der Konstitution der obersten Organe und damit der Rechtsordnung beteiligen. Der Staat hat nur ein konstantes Formelement: die Idee der Sinneinheit, und sie ist für alle Staaten gleich“. 
period, as Voegelin confirmed\(^{51}\), seems to be marked by considerable continuity, dealing once again with developing the methodological indictment of the theory of symbols (*Symboltheorie*) towards the overall interpretation of cultural phenomena, and with verifying how the same analysis of the processes of symbolisation opens on a perspective that, on first approximation, we have already had the opportunity to define as *dynamic*. And in this way, it draws on the level in which the theory of State (*Staatslehre*), once recognised as the State in its eminently representative capacity -- that is to say that foundation around which, in their concreteness, the social processes of identity rotate -- turns towards philosophical anthropology.\(^{52}\) From this point of view, the methodological indictment that had allowed the highlighting of the limits of the German politological-legal tradition, was propelled towards the „opening up“ of the same processes of symbolisation. And the symbols themselves, removed from the restriction that submits them to historiographic practice as possible indicators of a history of political ideas still to come,\(^{53}\) are taken back to the original source on which their same creation depends.

It is extremely significant, in our opinion, how the confrontation with legal positivism in its Kelsenian declension

\(^{51}\) E. Voegelin, *Rasse und Staat*, Tübingen: Mohr, 1933. On this subject, see the entire *Einleitung* and, more specifically, the first paragraph significantly entitled *Der Mensch und der Staat*.

\(^{52}\) Ibid., 2.

is reflected once again in this transition, how we will see Voegelin’s constant controversial reference to it as much in „Rasse und Staat“ as in the book on the Authoritarian State of 1936\textsuperscript{54} and how Voegelin came into confrontation with Weber at this stage.\textsuperscript{55} If the book on the idea of race seeks to complicate the enforcement methods of the theory of symbols by lending a definitively anthropological perspective to political science, the reference to Weber demonstrates in turn the radical nature with which the passage invests the personality of the scholar (\textit{Wissenschaftler}) and his role; this is achieved through the distinction produced by the discovery of the immediate symbolic content of the cultural phenomena. From this point of view, Max Weber becomes himself the „Symbol“ of the removal of meaning in the role of the intellectual, of his isolation in the sphere of polytheism and the equivalence of values\textsuperscript{56}, and of his renewed position of centrality as investigator of the structural substantiality of the symbolic processes. For the first time, through his reference to Weber, Voegelin confronts those processes of „loss of reality“ that would later characterise his critical attitude in confrontations with modernity and its symbolic apparatus in the post-war work.


\textsuperscript{56} E. Voegelin, \textit{Max Weber}, p. 4.
Weber is the thinker concerned with the routines of daily life and the „Entzauberung“: he assumes, embodying in his own „conduct of life“ (Lebensstil), the fragmentation of meaning produced by western rationalism. Nevertheless he converts -- and this for Voegelin is the decisive passage -- his own „disenchantment“ (Glaubenlosigkeit), the exact derivation in an ontologically deprived world into organisational strength. 57

Unlike that which Voegelin calls the „aesthetische Resignation“ of Georg Simmel, which at the highest point of contact with the polytheism of symbolic forms reaches a very weak and impolitic „Vielleicht“ 58, Weber’s resignation changes in drastic acceptance of the responsibility to decide. The decision, of course, is the selection of perspective by which the historical segments of Western rationalisation: „die wissenschaftliche Tätigkeit Max Webers selbst ist ja ein konkretes Handeln“ 59. It is an action that does not stop to contemplate, before the kaleidoscopic variety of forms and opportunities freed from the polytheism of values, but which, having made its decision through a „rationale Wissenschaft“, has already expressed a possibility in the confrontation of itself and the world.

Weber’s intellectual journey, from this point of view, is reconstructed by Voegelin through reference above all to two instruments independently moulded to this purpose: on the one hand a theory of concepts that exhausts the confrontation with

58 Ibid., pp. 182-183.
59 Ibid., p. 188. On this theme see furthermore the very important J. Gebhardt, The Vocation of the Scholar, in: S. A. McKnight / G. L. Price (Eds.), International and Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Eric Voegelin, Columbia and London: University of Missouri Press, 1997, pp. 10-34.
the neo-Kantian positions, and on the other a theory of value and the conflict between values that represents the possibility of defining a precise, and original, theory of history.\textsuperscript{60} For Voegelin, there is no doubt that a genuine upheaval may be present, especially in the second case: the reference to value -- in Weber’s theoretic system a simple outline of causal indictment that allow the subjective structure of knowledge to join with its request for validity both real and objective\textsuperscript{61} -- subtraxts from the value itself the evidence of its own objectivity. The point in question is emphasised exactly, for Voegelin, by systematic adoption on Weber’s side of the criterion of the significance „for us“ (the „Kriterium des „für uns“\textsuperscript{62}) according to which possible result decide it through combinations of definite values, independently from the processes of the „Wertung“ definitely focussed on and left as sediment of the historical process. From this point of view, the researcher has the responsibility for his own choice: a choice that matures on the traceable „values“ in the process of the action that they represent. The „sources“ of the historiographical practice exclude in fact, according to Voegelin, the thoughtful research on the relationship of


\textsuperscript{62} E. Voegelin, \textit{Über Max Weber}, p. 190: „Das Kriterium des „für uns“ entzieht die Wertideen, unter denen man die Geschichte betrachtet, jeder objektiven Bestimmung, und sie werden damit zum Träger des persönlichen Elementes kulturwissenschaftlicher Forschung".
„objective“ establishment between the same sources and the values that embody them.

So it is that Weber comes to be the „symbol“ of an age and an example of the concrete responsibility of the researcher within the only perspective that is allowed to him. The uncovering of the process of rationalisation and of „Entzauberung“ as „social history“ peculiar to the West, represents the place in which Weber works his own, drastic „reflexive Wendung“63. It is in this unyielding caesura highlighting the fundamental role between the subjectivity of the researcher who, in solitary „dialogue with his daemon“64 decides independently of the meaning of history and independently produces his own choice about historical topics (Stoffenauswahl) that makes it possible for Voegelin to compare it again with the reality and the concreteness of the process of symbolisation. The historic-sociological practice of Weber displays that which Voegelin assumes as the principal characteristic of the relation which exists -- now itself in dynamic perspective -- between the symbol and the opening that represents the proprium within.

Weber’s acceptance of the world left by processes of rationalisation, his precise option in favour of it, his own conversion of the exact „Glaubenlosigkeit“ into a creative force, emphasise the fact that the structures of meaning operating in history are in some measure „open“. The category of meaning does not simply operate as „data“ within history, but the meaning of man’s action must be always again

63 Ibid., p. 191.
64 Ibid., p. 193.
constantly „produced“; and this by man concretely acting within it, then by the historian and sociologist reproducing it in an hermeneutic form.

The single interpretative structure that Voegelin would borrow from Weber in the essay on „Political Religions“ could also be read, in his final remarks, as „answers“ to Weber’s theory of charismatic leadership and on the relationship it maintains, in particular in Weber’s sociology of religion, with the sociology of the sect. Beyond these structures, however, it delivers something more: the passage through the essays dedicated entirely by Voegelin to Weber delivers a sort of crossroad: On the one hand there is the data of the absolute isolation of man and his responsibility as an illustration, a symbolic manifestation, of the destiny of the age; on the other hand there is the constituent bond which in this situation places itself between „meaning“ and „decision“. This crossroad forcefully reintroduces man as source and ineliminable subject of the processes of symbolisation. Moreover, it redefines, in a shorter form, the ultimate independence of the science of politics from the limited space of legal constructivism.

Of course, the reconstruction of Weber’s intellectual journey is not only fed by this positive evaluation. The consideration of the „subjectivist“ position presented in Weber’s theory of

65 Ibid., p. 193: „Max Weber hat seine Geschichte so konstruiert, daß in der von ihm geschaffenen Welt er mit seiner Leidenschaft und Resignation, mit seinem Rationalismus und mit seinem entscheidenden Dämon eine verstehbare Stelle erhält, und damit exemplifiziert, daß -- etwas zugespitzt gesagt -- der letzte Sinn des Lebens ist, seinen Sinn -- nicht zu finden -- sondern fortdauernd zu schaffen“.

values represents the exposed side of a theoretical process strongly imprinted with disintegrating forms on the work within the age. It represents the data of an historiographic procedure that, partly ignoring the „objectivity“ of value reflected in the historically concrete processes of the „Wertung“, seems constantly at a loss. This position is suspended, as Voegelin succinctly writes, between the encyclopaedic monumental nature of it and the fragment; this judgement will return, finally becoming definitive, in the work on representation of 1952. In that case Weber remains the thinker „of the age“, the thinker for whom the ratio of knowledge cannot be increased, above all in relation to value, beyond the accusing outlines that restore the causality of the action.\(^{67}\)

Nevertheless, the confrontation with Weber represents a significant stage in the development of Voegelin’s project through the historiographically „open“ side of his work and also through the consistency with Weber’s reference to value: a reference that, purified of the subjective position presented in it, permits Voegelin to proceed on the path he undertakes one turning to translating the interaction of phenomenology of the cultural objectivisation in a symbolic form. Weber’s concept of „value“ (Wert) productively carries over to the objective processes of „Wertung“ that represent their concrete, historic side, allows a definitive reference to philosophical anthropology to develop. That is to say it allows, from Voegelin’s point of view, the assumption of the „dynamic“ side of the theory of symbol in the processes of „Wertung“ and of social identification: the point of departure from which it

prove possible to proceed to the methodological subsumption of the relationship which links, in the symbol, the „objective“ production of the symbolic referent with the historic forms of its recognition.

It is also a question of restoring by this means the doctrine of the State emphasising what represents for Voegelin its concrete crucial point (Brennpunkt): the fact, that is, that „the roots of the State are to be found in the essence of man“ („daß die Wurzeln des Staates im Wesen des Menschen zu suchen seien“)\(^68\). Again in this case, the controversy with Kelsen seems indirectly radical: Kelsen, who in an essay of 1926 -- a significant step nearer the „Reine Rechtslehre“ of 1934 -- had reiterated his argument against the „naturalistic“ reduction implicit in the sociological consideration of the State, is not given to thinking about an „essence of the State“ to which the general „Sollgeltung“ of the legal system qualitatively crosses over. Man can only be thought of as „bearer“ (Träger) of the psychological actions and representations allowing a distinction between the normative validity and the efficacy of the law. From this point of view, the characteristic of „efficacy“, the possibility whereby the whole of the norms acquires real consistency compared to the expectation of its own performance, represents simply the fruit of the psychological actions of the social actors who recognise and identify themselves with the State.\(^69\) It is a recognition which

\(^{68}\) E. Voegelin, *Rasse und Staat*, p. 2

\(^{69}\) E. Voegelin discusses a similar argument in an unpublished manuscript -- perhaps dating from 1933 -- described as „Herrschafstlehre“ (Voegelin Papers, Hoover Institute, Stanford University, Box 53, Folder 5). On this text, see -- from different perspectives -- W. Petropulos, *The Person as "Imago Dei": Augustine and Max Scheler in Eric Voegelin’s "Herrschafstlehre" and "The Political Religions"*, Occasional Papers des
subtract the State (the natural entity, sociologically representable according to causal mechanism) from the possible superimposition upon the lines of indictment crossing the system of norms toward the logical principle that realises the „validity“ of it.\textsuperscript{70} The „validity“ of a system of norms and its „efficacy“ (the coercive representation of which it is possible to reach by attending to and returning to them the compulsion) opens up a space for Kelsen within which only the „mental“ processes -- as Kelsen defines them -- allow the attribution of sovereignty to the State.\textsuperscript{71} From a certain point of view, fundamentally, the Kelsenian discussion regarding the essence of the State shapes a coherent reduction of the political unity to the formal sphere of the general „validity“ (\textit{Sollgelung}) of law. It demonstrates how this general validity coincides with the system of norms, delegating at the same time to psychological representations the task of releasing scientifically and assuming politically the theme of „efficacy“ of obligation in the coercive procedures that guarantee the execution of the law. The conclusion which this type of argumentation reaches could be about, in advance of its publication, a passage of the Kelsenian „Reine Rechtslehre“ of 1934: the removal of the „prejudice against natural law“ that hinders the progressive identification between State and law.


\textsuperscript{71} H. Kelsen, \textit{Das Problem der Souveränität}, I.

will allow Kelsen in this case to eliminate from the normological outline any reference to the problem of legitimisation (to „ideology“ in the words of Kelsen).\textsuperscript{72}

It is also this reduction (a reduction that agrees to preclude any reference to the „Idee“ of legitimacy) that Voegelin eschews in the already quoted introduction to „Rasse und Staat“ (1933). Here, the work of Kelsen even ends up representing figuratively what for Voegelin is the genuine crucial problem of the German doctrine of the State: the facts that it lacks a theory of political ideas and symbols („eine Lehre von den Staatsideen“)\textsuperscript{73}. Kelsen lacks it also. This „shortage“ is, moreover, fully justified by the same logical order that sustains Kelsen’s project. Already in the fragments of the sociological debate that Voegelin discusses -- fragments such as the specific exponent of the debate on the problem of political power, that might in turn substantiate the orderly constituent outline of the doctrine of the State (Vierkandt, Freyer, Weber) -- it was possible to report a theoretical situation inclined to ignore the founding role maintained by the political ideas (\textit{Staatsideen}) as effective „elements“ of the reality of the State.\textsuperscript{74} The Kelsenian adaptation of the theory of the State to the theory of law (\textit{Rechtslehre}) would reach, at its


\textsuperscript{73} E. Voegelin, \textit{Rasse und Staat}, pp. 6-7.

\textsuperscript{74} Ibid., p. 4: „Ich vertrete in dieser Frage die These, daß die sogenannten “Formen” Ideen seien, wieder in dem prägnanten Sinne von Leitbildern und zwar Leitbildern besonderen Inhaltes, in denen sich für die Glieder der politischen Gemeinschaft die Wirklichkeit der politischen Gemeinschaft aufbaut. Die Staatsideen sind nicht eine Wissenschaft vom Staat, sondern ein wesentlicher Teil der Staatsrealität selbst“. 
height, the logical foundation of support that the theory disregards: that is, the employment of the positivity of the system of norms as the ultimate and exhaustive interpretation of the State’s reality, and this reached independently of its anthropological foundation.

This continual „return“ of this controversial use of Kelsenian model is, in our opinion, particularly significant. As we will see in more detail later on, such a return recalls the necessity of the confrontation with the one polemic referent putting itself forward as a dominant paradigm for interpretation of the relationship between society and State. It also demonstrates the whole difficulty to which any alternative model exposes itself, irrevocably testifying in a defensive position. Moreover such return is accompanied now for the first time by enumeration of Voegelin’s possible allies in this kind of general anti-formalist revolt (Rudolph Smend, Carl Schmitt, D. Schindler) an enumeration that emphasises, negatively, the power of the normative machine in its putting itself forward, in all these cases as polemic referent. 75 Kelsen’s paradigm, constructed, as we will see, on the premise of the legal system of norms as „productive link“ 76, affirms the social power of the law and the productive autonomy of formalism; in so doing it removes once and for all the gap between State and society and denounces the intrinsic weakness of solutions to that relationship, in much the same way as that attempt by Hermann Heller, for example, to work on a political

75 Ibid., 7.

76 H. Kelsen, Reine Rechtslehre. Einleitung in die rechtswissenschaftliche Problematik, § 28.
redefinition of the correlation between community and normative system.\textsuperscript{77}

But it is not yet the moment to confront this problem fully. What is interesting for the moment, before looking at Voegelin’s contributions immediately preceding the essay of 1938, is how Voegelin seeks to clear, from a constituent lack within the German theory of the State, the ground for the re-proposition, now in definitively anthropological terms, of a symbolic theory of politics.

„The roots of the State“, as quoted above, „are to be found in the essence of man“. For Voegelin this means above all the necessity to bring back to precise focus the political ideas and symbols, the original process through which the community is produced, and the necessity to approach the social and anthropological mechanism of identification that, independently and before any positivisation of the legal system, allow the definition and the maintenance of the social bond. Voegelin’s research on the relationship between the idea

of race and the State, from this point of view, takes shape as an attempt to reaffirm the specificity of an approach that is thematically positioned by interest in the symbolic structure of politics. This approach is to be made within a disciplinary space significantly marked by the crossroads of methodological perspectives borrowed by the doctrine of the State, by anthropology and by sociology.

Through analysis of the concept of race, Voegelin seeks to develop the comparison with the present political configuration employed by the political idea of „body“. In the course of history, according to Voegelin judgement, a host of body metaphors have been tendered in the process of establishing the idea of the political community of the State. The idea of dynasty and blood relations for example; as far as exemplification more important and more immediately fitting with its own symbolic value, and up to the idea of the Church as „mystical body“ of Jesus Christ.\(^78\) The „idea“ of race, from this point of view, represents the way through which the metaphor of the body contributes for its part to the establishment of the political community. It represents the last mutation of a symbolic structure that maintains, in terms of its own anthropological roots, a constancy that is almost ahistoric.\(^79\) And this is perhaps the more immediately visible

\(^{78}\) E. Voegelin, *Rasse und Staat*, p. 5.

limit of Voegelin’s approach. If, in the scientific works of his maturity, the social process of establishing reality is supported by an elaborate philosophy of consciousness liberating the symbol of the fixed reference from the diachronic constancy of the idea, at this stage Voegelin still remains anchored in an analytical-phenomenological reconstruction of the historic concretisation of the „objective mind“. This reconstruction thereby reproduces itself in the diverse version of the contemporary antiformalism. From this point of view, Voegelin does not yet exceed, until the middle of the 1930s, the methodological positions reached by Alfred Schütz or


81 A. Schütz, Der sinnhafte Aufbau der sozialen Welt (1932), Wien: Springer, 1960. The relationship between Schütz and Voegelin was extremely close and complex. If, in the recorded interview with Eubanck, Voegelin uses flattering words in the comparison with Schütz -- mentioned as one of the most innovative and important sociologist of the time -- and dedicates almost simultaneously a review of his work of 1932 (appeared later on in the number 14 of Zeitschrift für Öffentliches Recht of 1934), numerous letters are left as a testimony to a relationship that spanned the ‘30s. Two letters from Voegelin to Schütz dating back to January 1953 are published by G. Sebba under the title Eric Voegelin to A. Schütz, in the Voegelin Festschrift edited by P. J. Opitz and G. Sebba for the Klett-Cotta Verlag of Stuttgart in 1981 (The Philosophy of Order. Essay on History, Consciousness and Politics, pp. 449-465). But see furthermore E. Voegelin, In memoriam Alfred Schütz, in: Anamnesis. Zur Theorie der Geschichte und Politik, München: Piper Verlag, 1966, pp. 17-20; and E. Voegelin / A. Schütz / L. Strauss / A. Gurwitsch, Briefwechsel über „Die Neue
those defined another way by Theodor Litt, Rudolph Smend or Hans Freyer. In each of these cases, in fact, and in diverse ways, there is an attempt to open up the reality of politics and law to the whole of „social meaning“ expressing itself in it: an opening up that drives, in the case of Voegelin, the whole controversy with the reductionism of legal positivism.

From this point of view, the assumption of an immediate symbolic value in the body metaphor acquires a decisive importance. Through this, Voegelin is in a position to question the philosophical roots of Kelsen’s „validity“ (Sollgeltung) by means of a resolute re-examination of its Kantian background. Moreover he can set out once again to clarify the fundamental role maintained by the idea of body in its symbolic-political content („political body“, „identity of race“, „community of blood“), and this at the level of the possible thematic subsumption of the phenomena of order in history. If the reference to Kant demonstrates the impossibility of a painless transfer from the idea of „Sollen“ to the interpretative schemas of the „Pure Theory of Law“ -- a transfer that, in Voegelin’s opinion, is systematically unfaithful to the original Kantian foundation of „Sollen“ on the basis of anthropology -- then the discussion of the concept of race as political symbol permits the development of the theoretical premise according

---


83 Ibid., pp. 150-151.
to the motivation behind the whole of Voegelin’s project at this stage. In other words, the race concept allows elaboration, in a thematically coherent form, of the relationship that constitutively hold together politics and idea.  

It is extremely significant, in our opinion, how Voegelin reaches in this work his thinking about the process of symbolic articulation that permits the dynamism of the relationship between individual, social group and the general „idea“ of humanity. The process of foundation of the political community determines itself behind a precise scrutiny of the representative link postulating the progressive recognition of the individual and the group to the incision performed by the „idea“ of race (in its symbolic-political content) compared to the general „idea“ of humanity. This fundamental content of the „idea“ is exercised, for sake of its own symbolic-representative position, in the „Zwischenreich“ stretching between the two opposing poles of the group relationship. That is to say, the idea stretches between the two points of maximum dispersal of the relational tension allowing the definition of the social bond: the individual in his absolute isolation and humanity. In this space -- the space of foundation of political identity and social bond -- the symbolic-identificatory value of political ideas can actually be recognised. Political ideas include political communities by excluding from them other men or social groups: „sie schließen Gruppen von Personen zusammen und schließen sie

---

From this point of view, the book on „Race and State“ represents a determined step forward towards the assumption of the mainly symbolic roots of politics. The social bond which emerges from the representative concretisation of the idea, from the identifying and self-identifying processes of the „Wertung“, and from the potential juxtaposition regarding community arrangements reflecting a diverse symbolic establishment, now exhibits entirely its own existential background. And this is the key that allows Voegelin to define, by now in an almost complete form, his own methodological system. It is this same methodological system that he turns to applying, towards the end of the ’30s, to an interpretation of the constitutional dynamics of the authoritarian State and the political-religious phenomenology of the mass movements.

IV. “Fetishism with the Norm“ and the Authoritarian State

„Die Österreicher sind keine Nation, und die österreichische Republik ist kein Nationalstaat“. From the first research explicitly directed at an interpretation of the Austrian political-constitutional statute, whatever Voegelin writes takes on the


characteristics of a final judgement, a judgement that is repeated, with some significant variations, at the beginning of the book on „The Authoritarian State“ (1936). The Austrian constitutional problem exceeds the limits of dogmatic debate and necessarily opens consideration of the more general process of formation of the European national states. We notice here a line of development that sees Austria, for the sake of the structural processes drastically influencing its typological reality, as being in a certain measure „expropriated“ from the principal characteristic that makes a State into a Nation. From the defeat of 1918, as we will see later, the Austrian political-constitutional reality proves to be burdened with a heavy imperial heritage. It is a heritage that, in Voegelin’s judgement, contributes profoundly to the exclusion of the Austrian monarchy from the group of European national States and hinders any assimilation of their constitutional and unitarian model. It is a heritage, finally, that again contributes to defining the line of immediate response between the principal prerogative of the Austrian material constitution (Verfassung) -- the irreducible specificity of which Voegelin calls its „administrativer Stil“ -- and the theoretic model that has most included its characteristics: Kelsen’s.87

Assuming a line of development spanning from the transfer from hereditary monarchy to the constitutional situation of 1933 allows a definitive confrontation with Kelsen’s „Pure Theory of Law“. Voegelin compares the theoretical style with

---

87 E. Voegelin, Der Autoritäre Staat, Wien: Springer, 1936, p. 3: „Und die herrschende Verfassungslehre dieses politischen Gebildes, die reine Rechtslehre, zeigt in idealtypisch vollkommener Weise die Züge, die wir eben als die des “administrativen Stils” herausgearbeitet haben“.
the structural processes and the constitutional dynamics of the Austrian State. Further, he denounces the political weakness with which the constitutional model developed by the „Pure Theory of Law“ confronted the transition in 1933. 1933 made explicit once and for all the transformation by which the democratic-parliamentarian system was replaced by the model of the authoritarian State and the „administrative style“ inherited from the Hapsburg monarchy definitely surpassed in the political sense. It is this transformation, fundamentally, that according to Voegelin contrasts the definitive transfer of the constitutional and political reality of the „empire“ with that of the State. 88

Moreover right behind this threshold, comes the simple but in our opinion emphatic peculiarity of Voegelin’s treatment of the Austrian constitutional problem as compared to Kelsen’s. His attempt at a „break down“ of the normative outline finishes by legitimising the transfer through which Austria confronts fascism. The existential and anti-formalistic approach of Voegelin, exceeding the range of the hoped-for methodological renewal of the doctrine of the State, allows the perception, at this level, of its own real problem: the problem of the inability to prove and take on the radicalness of the disintegration which, with the authoritarian turning-point of 1933, characterises the material Austrian constitution by means of a stylised Kelsenism. The construction puts forward an „administrative style“ and a „unitarian constitution“ -- thereby reproducing immediately the very methodological opposition that Voegelin sees to exist between Kelsenian normativism and an anti-formalistic doctrine of political symbols (Symbollehre); in doing so it crosses over the mere

88 Ibid., p. 4.
notification of scepticism into which flows the „Pure Theory of Law“. This scepticism is regarding the political transformations accompanying the unfolding of the „autoritären Kurs“ introduced by Dollfuss. Voegelin sees the Kelsenian option to be one that represents, basically, the point at which the renewal of the doctrine of the State bends in immediate legitimisation of everything it concretely describes. At this point, Voegelin finds himself so near to the „existential“, which is the focus of his attention, that he runs the risk of identifying the renewal of the doctrine of the State with the constitutional structures of the authoritarian State as the subject of investigation. He runs the risk of theorising on, in a position of renewed centrality of the science of law, the coherency and the immediacy of a „patching-up“ which might still be possible between the outline of logical-legal reference of the „scientific“ indictment and its own historical referent with its radical transformations. It is exactly the „collapse“ of this perspective that will set up the turn perceptible after 1938 and the elaboration of the essay on „Political Religions“, in Voegelin’s intellectual evolution.

A consideration of the material constitution of the State that exclusively played on the prerogative of this last as „closed“ normative system and on the procedural scrutiny relating to the production of „Verordnungen“ and regulations -- what for Voegelin characterises the „administrative Style“ governing the Austrian constitutional situation before 1933 -- does not attain in fact the existential dimension that alone allows the assuming as undervived fundamental norm of the outline of immediate superimposition within „people“ (Volk) and authoritarian organisation of power. And it is this last that defines the political identity of the State. In the Austrian constitutional scenario, the executive action (Machtakt) does
not represent a manifestation of power attributable to a determined „sovereign will“ (*Herrschaftswille*) -- that is to say, a will that immediately takes back the one who acts in the name of the State to its symbolic-representative content regarding the Nation -- but represents rather, for Voegelin, a simple normative order, legally qualified only according to the coherence that returns it to the anonymous „Machtapparat“ of the State. Consistent with this perspective, the sovereign and the statesman „are not in their actions symbols of nation“ (*„sind in ihren Akten nicht Symbole der Nation“*)\(^89\), as much as they are simple mechanisms of the apparatus of the State.

In this scenario of transition, the dominant dogmatic interpretation from the constitutional point of view looks at the constitution as a simple system of legal norms and relegates the same production of the law to undefined extension of the administrative procedure. It does not consider the constitution as the concrete form of political identity between the one who commands and the one who obeys. The Austrian backwardness regarding the maturing of symbolic-representative indictments defining the possibility of an existential bond between people and State derives from the Austrian drive to make the implicit constitutional law technical. This is the principal characteristic in the organisational dynamism of the Kelsenian system. And this is what obstructs the construction of an Austrian unitarian State. So, in brief, can Voegelin’s opinion be summarised.

Basically, for Voegelin, it was a matter of questioning the radical outcome of the Hapsburg „administrative style“ and the theoretical paradigms that would have subsumed its

\(^89\) Ibid., p. 2.
constitutional legitimacy, that is to say, the fact that it might be possible to develop an idea of constitution as simple system of norms. It was an idea which would have allowed the legality of the action (in the constitutional sense as well) to be judged only in relation to the deductive connection bringing it back to that system and to those norms. This is tantamount to saying that such a judgement of legality results in the employment of a definitive „Staatsorganisatorische Forderung“ exhausting any further possibility.

The problem on which Voegelin’s attention was concentrated always was the difficulty of thinking about the political form independently from its own symbolic referents, in other words, independently from the representative core that made operative the indictments of legitimacy. Thanks to the latter the political scientists were permitted to analyse the legal-constitutional outline of the State as closed symbolic system (Symbolsystem). The formalistic problem of legality, in other words, does not exhaust for Voegelin the foundational problem of legitimacy of the political order. From this point of view, the same conceptual coining by means of which Schmitt, in the wake of Jünger, sought to realise scientifically the structural transformation that was to be invested in the almost

\[90\] Ibid., p. 3.

obsolete distinction between State and society that of the „total State“,
was in its symbolic capacity investigated and in a certain measure repelled by Voegelin; the reasons for it were its „Averroistic“ composition of the group-whole relationship
and the unsuccessful differentiation, structurally operative in it, between the theoretic-cognitive content of its individual conceptual components („politische Volk“, „politische Gemeinschaft“, „Führerprinzip“) and the immediate symbolic-identifying, and at the same time political or politically instrumental side of the latter. This is a sort of alignment between the scientific-conceptual architecture that support the theoretic effort and the empathetically symbolic content with which it culminated in the analysis of the constitutional transformations. Fundamentally, Schmitt was not capable of producing and maintaining the critical separation („Trennung“) which allowed the symbolic and conceptual division of politics and political science. The separation would have him allowed to keep distinct the cool, analytical side of scientific investigation from its

92 C. Schmitt, Der Hüter der Verfassung, Berlin: Dunker & Humblot, 1969


“Symbolakzenten”.95 Therefore, Schmitt finished by losing the place from which, to Voegelin, it seemed possible to think in an antiformalist way about the role of the “symbolic property” of politics and to set oneself to investigate scientifically its reality. The place Voegelin sought was the one in which all its evidence would finally be apparent for whoever might concentrate their own attention on the existential and concrete side of the symbolic-political processes of the “Wertung“ and of political identification. Only at that place could one establish the fact that politics and science are not the same („daß Wissenschaft und Politik nun einmal nicht identisch sind“).96

The type of interpretative strategy employed in this way, moreover, exposed itself to another risk that Voegelin had constantly sought to avoid. The definitive drive originating in Schmitt’s same analysis of constitutional changes would have ended with recognising a strong twisting in typological meaning in his imitators (for example Ernst Rudolph Huber). The process which for Voegelin remains dynamic is the process by which the State itself arrives at its own existential identification; this same process would have been overtaken by organistic considerations resulting in the development of „Typenbildungen“ of the presumed historic-symbolic specificity of the Italian, or French or German, political synthesis. What it would have entailed, in fact, is the loss of

95 E. Voegelin, Der Autoritäre Staat, p. 29.
96 Ibid., p. 29.
the real „Stellenwert“ of the symbol, and a renewed tightening of the analysis toward a simple static of the „Staatstypen“. 97

It is from this general methodological viewpoint that Voegelin confronts Kelsen. Here he attacks the theoretical modules right at their foundations: on the one hand, the process, by which the „Pure Theory of Law“ establishes its own object, a process strongly marked tautologically and distinguished by an unjustifiable extension to all the phenomena of the reality (Seinsauschnitte) 98 of the same categorical structure. This process seems to Voegelin seriously prejudiced already. On the other hand, he sees to have been lost from view the postulated identification between the State and law, the generality (and radical diversity) of the phenomena clinging to the State as concrete entity and political phenomenon (Lebensform), as well as the same establishment of the legitimacy as reality operating positively, independently and before its „re-production“ by legal science.

However, Voegelin contests the hard core of Kelsen’s theory of law -- the same core on which we, for our part, have conversely insisted before -- with even more force. His critique denounces the conclusion of Kelsen’s positivistic metaphysics, with the assumptions of its methodological system, born, in Voegelin’s opinion, of the positivisation of Kantian elements. Kelsen’s system changes into an ideology, the logical production of law; it openly converts the formation

97 Ibid., pp. 32-33.
98 Ibid., pp. 106-107.
of law into „Sozialtechnik“ (social technique) and this by means of a definitive compression of the excess of politics.

From this point of view, it would be possible to observe in Kelsen, a systematic fusion of methodological indictments borrowed from the sciences of nature (Naturwissenschaften) and the ideology of production. This fusion in fact allows Kelsen to arrive at a radical synthesis. The logical indictment that lays down the „fundamental norm“ (Grundnorm) stressing its static-material nature, verging on assuming the system of law to be a system characterised exclusively by its own coercive unambiguity. It is thus a system in which the production of law, guaranteed as to its legality by the imputative outlines that reproduce the permanence of the fundamental norm, determines itself within a formal outline that predetermines itself as its own technical potentiality, and by its own ability to reproduce, at every level in which it practises, the total normative content of the state monopoly of coercion. It is in this area that the relationship between Kelsen and sociology can be productively re-verified. What Kelsen ends by refuting in sociological thinking is exactly the „conflictual“ character of the sociological notion of State (which is constituted by naturalism and by the physical irreducibility of the action). And he also refuses the way in which political sociology, operating by means of a theory of


100 H. Kelsen, Reine Rechtslehre, V, § 27.
law exhausts itself in the late nineteenth century distinction between legal State and administrative State and thereby drastically reduces its own legal consciousness. ¹⁰¹ This last conception is only unified by Weber’s unreflective assumption.

However, as regards Weber, a point of strong convergence between the „Pure Theory of Law“ and sociology will be fixed. Kelsen’s primary sense attributed to the law, that is to say, the outline of the logical imputation that constructs the idea of law as coercive norm, shows itself openly for the first time in Weber’s „verstehenden“ sociology. Weber’s proposition which defines the State in relation to the monopoly of legitimate physical coercion¹⁰², according to Kelsen, „says nothing more about how much the pure theory of law demonstrates“.¹⁰³ But on the basis of the supposition that the State and law coincide, it can acquire the same meaning as Weber’s position. It is a supposition that kills off, once and for all and in the same direction taken by Kelsen, the double-side theory (Zweiseitenlehre) of the State, and also one that allows confirmation of the unambiguity of the relationship which allies State and legal system and directs them towards a progressive identification.¹⁰⁴


On this paradoxical convergence, Voegelin will develop his own definite opinion regarding Kelsen. The doctrine of the „types“ (Typenlehre) of Weber, as much as the pure theory of law, seem to him attempts driven by the same urgency, to elaborate rationally the mourning for the progressive loss of centrality, within the constitutional doctrine, of the category of legality. At the same time, they both simultaneously exhibit the same difficulty, the one Voegelin addresses within the framework of the „Pure Theory of Law“: the impossibility, that is, of understanding fundamentally why the norms determine, beyond the rational outline of formal legality, the effect of legitimisation ascribed to them.¹⁰⁵

We are now at the heart of Voegelin’s argument with Kelsen. The progressive maturation of Voegelin’s project — the attempt to develop a theory of politics settling finally on the methodological option of the doctrine of symbols (Symbollehre) — manages to isolate the implicit „enigma“ (Rätsel) in the theoretical system of Kelsen. The enigma is the fact that men may observe legitimate norms only on the strength of their formal coherence in respect of the „fundamental norm“ (Grundnorm) by which they are derived. Observation of norms, that is, is on the strength of a sort of fetishistic obligation towards the technical-procedural legality running through the system of norms. This Weberian-Kelsenian viewpoint is deprived of all philosophical-anthropological criteria and thereby allows no other evaluation of the concreteness and dense viscosity of the procedures of legitimisation that compensate for the harsh relationship of obligation between men and the norms. As a result, „die Norm

¹⁰⁵ E. Voegelin, Der Autoritäre Staat, p. 157.
wird zu einem Fetisch“, as Voegelin writes with severity\textsuperscript{106}, and the legality becomes merely a totemic residue of the obsessive search for continuity within the system.

Thus, what for Kelsen was the obvious dissolution of the ideology of legitimisation — dissolution logically consistent as much with overcoming the dichotomy between State and law as with the impossibility of „legitimising“ the one by means of the other\textsuperscript{107} — translates, for Voegelin, into this ideology’s inability to thematize in a strong way the relationship of obligation and the potential \textit{discontinuity} of the system of law. The „Legalitätsgläube“, the superficial illustration of that fetishism, comes to occupy the role of reassuring substitute for what Voegelin calls the „Angst vor dem Ungeordneten“\textsuperscript{108}, the anguish experienced by the jurist in the presence of potential interruption of the mechanisms of transmission of the normative system.

It is much the same that happens with the „institutional“ coup d’état carried out by Dollfuss between 1933 and 1934: the „Pure Theory of Law“ recognises its principal theoretic problem in the form of the „Rechtsbruch“. It was a transition confronted, in Voegelin’s opinion, by displacing yet again the problem of legitimacy, that insofar as facing that problem would itself require a return to a strong theoretical-methodological subsumption of that same transition. The focus was instead upon procedural legality over which may be thrown a normative „bridge“ between the two sides of the

\textsuperscript{106} Ibid., p. 153.


„normative fracture“ (*Rechtsbruch*), a „bridge“ by means of which the anticipatory and productive character of the same formal sketchiness of the norms may therefore be reconfirmed.

From this point of view, Kelsen’s normativism literally does not recognise crises. The power of legal formalism remains entirely all in its technical content, in its ability to absorb the possibility even of a methodological crisis through the continuous reproduction of an outline within which the law sets itself out as technical knowledge and productive practice, as „social technique“ (*Sozialtechnik*). This social technique would translate into reality the implicit indictments of dynamism in the same Kelsenian notion of „productive link“; it acts in a self-regulatory way by means of a complete de-ontologisation of reality.\(^{109}\)

The crisis, then, forms part of the normative perspective as a only simply disturbing spectre: in a scenario based on the same network of relationship and connections legally important to the produced result, it is not given to thinking of any catastrophe. The „fetishism of norms“, as Voegelin explicitly calls it, also reproduces itself through the pretension of planning the question of *legitimacy* by translating it into that of *legality* of the systemic transition.

Within this claim, however, is revealed the impassable limit that confines the „Pure Theory of Law“ to those processes substantiating the real existent dimension of the idea of constitution (*Verfassung*). The question of a constitution requires no less than going back to the centre of

consideration, starting simply from the main theme of the „normative fracture“ and the anguish it brings to advocates of the absolute logical-productive continuity of the system; that retreat to what Voegelin calls the „primary knowledge“ (Urwissen) alone can give meaning to the legal discussion. It is about recognising in a thematically strong way the fact that „ein Nomos den Staat ordnet“ and that „sein Bruch die Gemeinschaft ins Ungeordnete stürzt und vielleicht vernichtet“. Ultimately it is about emphasising how every new normative system necessarily ought to compare itself with the Chaos from which it antithetically comes.110

What’s more, the problem does not urge so much a theoretical verification of the process of „Befolgung“ that successively characterise the political obligation to impose a new coercive system, as the specificity of the principle of order that translates into the new legal-positivist definition of the normative system. This it does in its capacity as „Ordnungsprinzip“ of the community orders, and beyond the harsh fact of its own „bloße Setzung“ .111

From this new argument formulated by Voegelin, it appears possible to abandon once and for all the logical perspective in which the philosophical-legal options of the „Pure Theory of Law“ mature. In this, the relationship order/disorder, cosmos/chaos, does not gain consideration and the whole problem of the system of the State can be taken back on the supposed strength of a solution that Voegelin considers, on the contrary, extremely weak: to the question of the normative


111 E. Voegelin, Der Autoritäre Staat, p. 154.
conformity of the actions. And this is just the place where it is positively primed, in Voegelin’s opinion, where its logical course is determined, by virtue of a drastic „Ersatz“, by that passage from legitimisation to legality.\(^\text{112}\) The „Ersatz“ indicates Kelsen’s distance from the concrete processes of the „Wertung“ and of the construction of collective identities, noticeable from the sociological point of view within history.

Voegelin’s critique of Kelsen, then, does not represent simply the critique of a dominant theoretic paradigm; it is rather a critique conforming to Voegelin’s precise requirement. The process of alignment between the „administrative style“ of the Hapsburg empire and the logical-formal procedure that informs Kelsen’s doctrine of the State, must be rejected on the basis of two lines of reasoning. On the one hand, the „normative fracture“ of 1933 cannot be scientifically understood through simple extension of the categories still bound to the legal order of the old Hapsburg empire. On the other, the transition to a new constitutional order, a transition that for Voegelin establishes Austria as a national State, requires a theoretical synthesis going beyond mere reference to the legal framework by which the new „Nomos“, the new legal system, was being made known. It therefore deals with a threshold beyond which it might be possible to arrive at a new combination between legality and legitimacy, a combination

\(^{112}\) Ibidem: „Die Forderung der ‚Legalität‘ als Forderung der Normgemäßheit des Verhaltens setzt den Akt in Beziehung zu der Norm unter der stillschweigenden Voraussetzung, daß die Norm sich ihrerseits aus Quellen der sittlichen Ordnung des Gemeinschaftslebens legitimiere. Wenn das Bewußtsein dieser Voraussetzung verlorengeht, wenn die Legitimität der Norm nicht mehr überprüft wird, dann entsteht jener substanzentleerte, formalisierte Legalitätsglaube, denn wir zuvor als Fetischismus bezeichneten“.

exceeding in its turn the mere reference to formal law. The crossing would be escorted by theoretical paradigms that may concretely confront those processes of group and social identification driving the constitutional dynamics.

We have so far treated this passage at sufficient length to deal with it analytically. It seems nevertheless also worth noting, for other extremely significant reasons, the fact that Voegelin concludes his own argument with the “Pure Theory of Law” through explicit reference to the sociology of the legal concepts of Carl Schmitt\textsuperscript{113} and a discussion of the theory of the institution.\textsuperscript{114} What for Voegelin proves to be decisive is the possibility, concretely available in Maurice Hauriou’s „vitalist“ paradigm, of crossing the threshold that restraints the discussion on constitutional reform to the legal level, without in this way slipping on the aporetic „allrechtliche“ dimension just contested. That is to say, by acquiring the possibility of verifying, within the idea of „institution“, the opportunity of a positive overcoming of the „subjectivist“ and „objectivist“ systems of law, the phenomena of foundation and fracture of the legal system are nevertheless allowed to be juridically qualified.\textsuperscript{115} From this point of view, the reference to Hauriou allows the theoretical consideration to be restrained in a space


\textsuperscript{114} On the admission that Hauriou’s institutionalism strongly influenced Voegelin’s interpretation of the Austrian constitution, see: E. Voegelin, \textit{Autobiographical Reflections}, pp. 52-54.

\textsuperscript{115} See: M. Hauriou, \textit{La théorie de l’institution et de la fondation. Essai de vitalisme social}, Paris, 1925.
juridically guaranteed. At the same time, if open from a sociological point of view, the idea of „institution“ which refers in Voegelin’s opinion to a „komplexes Sozialgebilde“ within which the founding power, the organisation of law, and the idea directing its foundation dynamically cohabit, and this without, because of a claimed position of logical superiority, a single „Rechtsregel“ presiding the process.\(^{116}\) In it, fundamentally, could be recovered something similar to that which Rudolph Smend — another of the references guiding Voegelin — had otherwise defined as the „politische Selbstgestaltung“ of the State.\(^{117}\) The theory of „political self-formation of the State“ deals with positively adopting the sociological aspects left by the theory of the State in order to obtain a „full“ awareness of the structural processes participating — both inside and outside — in the symbolic-representative dynamic that defines the political aspect of the constitutional synthesis. For Voegelin such a possibility represents the only view from which it may be possible to look at the reality of the law and its „life“ in a scientific way. Only in this way can the State be fully recognised in its existential meaning of an unitarian „form of life“ (Lebensform): it focuses attention juridically on an area of legitimacy constantly permeated by the addition of experiences and symbols (Wertungen) that determine historical reality and put into practice, from time to time, the coercive meaning of political identity.

\(^{116}\) E. Voegelin, Der Autoritäre Staat, p. 158.

V. Political Religions

We now have all the elements to compare the methodological system of Voegelin’s text on „Political Religions“ (1938) and to evaluate fully its potential for change. With this Voegelin pursues two objectives: on the one hand, that of uniting indissolubly politics and ontology, the feature that will be transmitted to his mature work. On the other hand, his objective is to produce a critique of Nazi totalitarianism that exceeds the implicit reductionism in its historiographical evaluation and collocation as simply „event“ within history.118

In his opening remarks, Voegelin denounces the inadequacy of a superficial definition of the State119 that proposes to isolate the „State“ from „Religion“; he emphasises instead the data of the common symbolic background of all historical phenomena sociologically noticeable as signs of the constancy of a definite principle of order. Further he adopts an approach of comparative study between symbolic systems that is able to be linked historiographically on the strength of their common membership. This is referred to as „Weltanschauungen“ which Voegelin sees to be essentially religious: „the core of the


119 The „definition of school“ that opens Voegelin’s observation on the State is — in my opinion — within this text recovered by Jellinek. Cf. G. Jellinek, Allgemeine Staatslehre, p. 159: „Der Staat ist die mit ursprünglicher Herrschermacht ausgerüstete Verbandseinheit sesshafter Menschen.“
question is of religious nature“ („der Kern der Frage ist religiöser Natur“).\textsuperscript{120}

If Voegelin’s entire production of the 20s and 30s, as we have tried to show, exhaustively covers one subject, that of the doctrine of the State (\textit{Staatslehre}) by progressive clarifying what cannot be simplified -- the formal sterility of the law in the structures of order that emerge, in their immediate symbolic content, from within constitutional law -- Voegelin’s aim now is constructively to assemble the results of the entire period. The attempt at such assembly is made in order to be ready to compete with the mass movements active at the end of the 1930’s, in order to highlight the topicality of the processes of symbolic self-identification linking the individual and the community.

In our opinion, the change of view implicit in Voegelin’s choice is extremely evident, and is precipitated through a return to a discussion which is not simply or unambiguously „methodological“, to the potentiality of guaranteed appeal to the processes of science and the law which are underway. The case that, for Voegelin’s entire journey, had represented the reason for the pursuit and acquisition of new anthropological perspectives on the doctrine of the State (and with the attempt to recover a renewed centrality of the exact categories of this last), is now, so to speak, \textit{saturated} with overwhelming historical confirmation by Nazism. The entire spectrum of Voegelin’s sociological and organistic proposal unexpectedly withdraws from future reassembly among politics and totalitarian „Weltanschauung“. And it is just the result of this

\textsuperscript{120} E. Voegelin, Volksbildung, Wissenschaft und Politik, in: \textit{Monatschrift für Kultur und Politik}, Heft 4, 1936, pp. 594-603, 598.
„saturation“ that entails the abandonment, through collapse, of the legal perspective on which Voegelin had expected to be able to put forward his own proposal for „reconstruction“ and „renewal“ of the doctrine of the State.

The book on „Political Religions“, from this point of view, represents the point of greatest condensation outlined by the directions that, within the process of Voegelin’s maturation, order the definitive reduction of the law as the disciplinary and methodological centre of authority.

Voegelin’s effort, that in this case reiterates in certain ways, particularly in his final remarks, that of Hermann Schmalenbach121, now turns to interpreting the entire fortunes of the modern State de-composing the constitutional elements, and recovering through them the segments of a „history“ whose centre of gravity is progressively consigned to ontology. From this point of view, the same methodological results of Schmalenbach’s attempt – the modal interpretation of the concept of community and society derived from Ferdinand Tönnies, or for a new conceptual coining, that of Schmalenbach’s „Bund“122 - can be propounded again in order to indicate the peculiarity of Voegelin’s approach to the theme of political religions. „Community“, „society“, and „league“ (Bund) represent form of political „Dasein“, conceptual signs of the process of collective identification, that in Voegelin’s


work maintain a statute which is both symbolic and has immediate priority with regard to the overall outline of politics. It is based on this priority that the brief fresco can be figuratively traced, through Voegelin, which for the first time defines the possibility of an interpretation of political phenomenology as reflection of religious structures.

Voegelin’s option seems then to act on a double register: on the one side it permits definition of the continuity of a philosophico-historical process within which the mechanism of symbolisation prove to be „open“ regarding the constant anthropology that represents their origin. On the other, it seems to render recoverable a segment of this perspective, a „sociological“ interpretation of the phenomena of collectivism (and, notably, of Nazism); this interpretation would operate directly on the symbolic-representative link defining the characteristic historical phenomenology. By means of this Voegelin is able once and for all to identify the dynamic meaning assumed by the processes of symbolic identification beyond any reductionism of the „legal“ kind.

From this point of view, the entire categorical system at work in this attempt (which will remain as such, in Voegelin’s intellectual biography\textsuperscript{123}), seems programmatically disposed to employing the alternative couple in the title, that of politics and religion; the symbolic-representative core which here becomes reference can without distinction refer to, as original opening, the religious roots of political phenomenology as much as to the opposite politicisation of religion carried out by every clumsy theological-political pronouncement. It is upon this crossroad that it seems appropriate for a moment to insist.

\textsuperscript{123} See: E. Voegelin, \textit{Autobiographical Reflections}, pp. 50-51.
From a certain point of view, in fact, this same crossroad represents the most obvious limit of Voegelin’s proposal, a limit representing a step backwards regarding the same methodological premises previously brought forward.

If, from removal of the caesura that historically divide them, *every* phenomenon of political identity and order can and must be taken back to its own „religious“ background (and vice versa), it seems that „Religion“ and „Politics“, combined in the essay on „Political Religions“ according to a precise philosophico-historical hypothesis, might represent simple conceptual indices of the space within which the use of symbolisation ends by undergoing a strong typological torsion. The initial hypothesis finishes by being reabsorbed by a methodological system that, not yet having developed a philosophy of consciousness as focus of the process of symbolisation, seek to use „Religion“ and „Politics“ as typological extremes by means of which to verify the processes of integration between the individual and the community. From this point of view, the entirety of the symbols to which Voegelin refers in the course of his interpretation seems pre-established according to a „static“ of cultural phenomena; these are in turn rife with the basic themes we have progressively clarified from Voegelin’s writings dedicated to the confrontation with the German tradition of the doctrine of the State. This limit is evident the entirety of the work of 1938 and will represent, for the mature Voegelin a „knot“ that is constantly brought back into discussion: a knot into which becomes interwoven the threads of a project theoretically strong, indeed, completely redefining the politological declension of the relationship running between theory and practice. Into this knot is also woven the tension and also the temptation to simplification originating
from more than one unresolved confrontation with the philosophy of history. It is a confrontation Voegelin will only later, and not always in a perfectly coherent form, be able to resolve by means of the progressive elaboration of a philosophy of consciousness. To this philosophy of consciousness in turn can be entrusted the task of proving the discontinuity between symbol and idea, the discontinuity, that is, which always interrupts the relation between law and justice.¹²⁴

With this, Voegelin will produce a significant radicalisation of his own research, a radicalisation which is only outlined in the essay of 1938, yet which will in the end exceed the field of legal disciplines and the debate that crosses them. Escaping the basic philosophico-legal themes of the system of law and State, being critically independent in his own thinking, Voegelin will only now be able to begin to analyse man’s political experience by means of the symbolic systems that convey his interpretation of order.
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